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Abstract

One big obstacle to understanding the nature
of hierarchical task network(HTN)planning has
been the lack of a dear theoretical framework.In
particular, no one has yet presented a clear and
concise HTNalgorithm that is sound and complete. In this paper, we present a formal syntax
and semantics for HTNplanning. Based on this
syntax and semantics, we are able to define an
algo~thm for HTNplanning and prove it sound
m~dcomplete.
Introduction
In AI planning research, planning practice (as embodied in implemented planning systems) tends to
run far ahead of the theories that explain the behavior of those planning systems. For example, STP,.IPSstyle planning systems 1 were developed more than
twenty years ago (Fikes et al. 1971), and most
of the practical work on AI planning systems for
the last fifteen years has been based on hierarchical task-network (HTN) decomposition (Sacerdoti 1977;
Tare 1990; Wilkins 1988a; Wilkins 1988b). In contrast,
although the past few years have seen much analysis of planning using STKIPS-style operators, (Chapman 1987; McAllester et al. 1991; Erol et al. 1992b;
Erol et al. 1992a), there has been very little analytical
work on HTNplanners.
One big obstacle to such work has been the lack of
a clear theoretical framework for HTNplanning. Two
recent papers (Yang 1990; Kambhampatiet ai. 1992)
have provided important first steps towards formalizing HTN planning, but these focused on the syntax,
"This work was supported in part by NSFGrant NSFD
CD1%-88003012
to the U.,dversity of MarylandSystems
search Center and NSFgrant IRL8907890and ONRgrant
N00014-91-J-1451to the University of MarylandComputer
Science Department.
1 Wewill refer to planning systems that use STRIPSoperators (with no decompositions)as STroPS-styleplanners,
ignoring algorithmic dflferences amongthem that axe not
relevant to the current work.

rather than the semantics. As a result, no one has presented a clear and concise HTN algorithm that is sound
and complete. In this paper, we present exactly such
~
an algorithm.
HTN planning
In HTNplanning, the world and the basic actions that
can be performed are represented in a manner similar to the representations used in STRIPS(Fikes et al.
1971; Chapman 1987). Each "state" of the world is
represented as a collection of atoms, and operators are
used to associate effects to actions (primitive tasks).
The fundamental difference between STRIPS-style planning and HTN planning is the representation of "desired
change" in the world.
HTN-planningreplaces STPAPS-Stylegoals with tasks
and task networks, which are provably more powerful (Erol et al. 1994c; Erol et al. 1994b). There are
three types of tasks. Goal tasks, like goals in STRIPS,
are properties we wish to make true in the world, such
as having a house. Primitive tasks are tasks we can directly achieve by executing the corresponding action,
such as moving a block, or turning a switch on. Compound tasks denote desired changes that involve several
goal tasks and primitive tasks; e.g., building a house
requiresmany other tasks to be performed (laying the
foundation, building the walls, etc.). A compoundtask
allows us to represent a "desired change" that cannot
be represen~d as a single goal task or primitive task.
For example, the compoundtask of "building a house"
is different from the goal task of "having a house," since
buying a house would achieve the goal task, but not
the compoundtask. As another example, consider the
compound task of making a round-trip to NewYork.
This could not be easily expressed as a single goal task
either, since the initial and final states would be the
salIle.

2Dueto space limitations, we cannot include the details
of our proofs, nor the details of howour work compares
to (Sacerdoti 1977; "~te 1990;, Wilkins 1988a; Yang1990;
Kambhampatiet al. 1992). These are presented in (Erol
st al. 1994a).
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Tasksareconnected
togetherin HTN planning
via
theuseof tasknetworks,
whicharealsocalled
"proceduralnets"in someof theliterature
(Sacerdoti
1977;
Drummond
1985).FigureI givesa graphical
representation
of a tasknetwork
containing
threetasks:
clearing theblocknl,clearing
theblockv2, andmoving
vl to v2.It alsoshowstheconditions
thatmovingvx
should
be donelast,vl andv~ shouldremain
clearuntilwe movevl,andthatthe variable
v3 is boundto
thelocation
ofU1 before
vl is moved.
A number
of different
systems
thatuseheuristic
algorithrns
havebeendevisedfor HTNplanning(Tate
1990;Vere1983;Wilkins
1988a),
andseveral
recent
papershavetriedtoprovide
formal
descriptions
of these
algorithms
(Yang1990;Kambhsmpati
et al. 1992).
Figure2 presents
theessence
of thesealgorithms.
As
shownin thisfigure,
HTNplanning
worksby expanding
tasks
andresolving
conflicts
iteratively,
until
a conflictfreeplancanbe foundthatconsists
onlyof primitive
tasks.
Expanding
eachnon-primitive
task(steps3-5)
done by choosingan appropriate
reduction,
which
specifies
onepossible
wayof accomplishing
thattask.
Reductions
are storedas methods,whichassociate
non-primitive
taskswith task networks.For example,in the blocksworld,the non-primitive
task
achieve[on(v1, v~)] might be associated with the task
network shown in Figure 1.
The task network produced in step 5 amy contain
conflicts caused by the interactions amongtasks. The
job of finding and resolving these interactions is performed by critics. Historically speaking, critics were
introduced into NOAH
(Sacerdoti 1977) to identify, and
deal with, several kinds of interactions (not just deleted
preconditions) between the different networks used to
reduce each non-primitive operator. This is reflected
in steps 6 and 7 of Figure 2: after each reduction, a set
of critics is checkedso as to recognizeand resolve interactions between this and any other reductions. Thus,
critics provide a general mechanismfor detecting interactions early, so aa to reduce the amount of backtracking. For a more detailed discussion of the many
different ways critic functions have been used, see (Tate
et al. 1990).
Although the basic idea of HTNplanning has been
around since 1974, the lack of a clear theoretical foundation has made it di~cult to explore its properties.
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1. Input a planning problem P.
2. If P contains only primitive tasks, then resolve
the conflicts in P and return the result. If
the conflicts cannot be resolved, return failure.
3. Choose a non-primitive task t in P.
4. Choose an expansion for t.
5. Replace t with the expansion.
6. Use critics to find the interactions amongthe
tasks in P, and suggest ways to handle them.
7. Apply one of the ways suggested in step 6.
8. Go to stcp 2.
Figure 2: The basic

HTN Planning

Procedure.

In particular,
although
it is easyto statethisalgorithm,proving
it soundandcomplete
requires
considerableformaldevelopment.
In thefollowing
section,
we present
a syntaxandsemantics
forHTN planning.
HTN Formalism
Syntax
Our language £ for HTN planning is a first-order language with some extensions, which generalizes the syntaxes of (Yang 1990; Kambhampatiet al. 1992). The
vocabulary of £ is a tuple (V, C,/9, F, T, N), where
is an infinite set of variable symbols,C is a finite set of
constant symbols, P is a finite set of predicate symbols,
F is a finite set of primitive-task symbols(denoting actions), T is a finite set of compound-tasksymbols, and
N is an infinite set of symbolsused for labeling tasks.
P, F, and T are mutually disjoint.
A primitive task is a syntactic construct of the form
do[f(zl,...,zk)],
where f E F and zl,...,zk
are
terms. A goal task is a syntactic construct of the form
achieve[l], where i is a literal. A compoundtask is a
syntactic construct of the form perform[t(zi,..., zk)],
where t E T and zl,...,zh
are terms. We sometimes refer to goal tasks and compoundtasks as nonprimitive tasks.
A task network is a syntactic construct of the form
[(nt: al)... (rim: a,~), ~b], where
¯ each ai is a task;
¯ n~ E N is a label for al (to distinguish it from any
otheroccurrences of aiin thenetwork);
¯ @ is a booleanformulaconstructed
fromvariable
bindingconstraints
suchas (v = ~) and (
v =c)
temporal
ordering
constraints
suchas(4 -< 4’),and
truth constraints such as (4, i), (I, n), and (4, !,
swhere v, v’ E V, I is a literal, c E C, and n, n’ E N.
aWealso allown, n’ to be of the formJeirst[ni, 4j .... ] or
last[ni, nj,...] so that wecan refer to the task that st~trts
first and to the task that ends last amonga set of tasks,
respectively.
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((nl:aehieve[clear(vx)])(n
: achieve[clear(v2)])
(-8 : do[m
e(vl, vs,
(mas) ^ (-2 "3) ^ (n:, clear(v1),.8)
^("2,aea,’(v2),
.3) ^ (on(v:,vs),
=,,3))
^ -.(vl =v2)^ -,(v: =v3)

Figure 3: Formal representation of the task network of
Fig. 1.
Intuitively (this will be formalized in the "Semantics ~ section), (n -4 ~) means t hat t he t ask l abeled
with n must precede the one labeled with n’; (,, !),
(I, n) and (n, n’)meanthat I must be tr ue immed
iately after n, immediately before n, and between n
and n~, respectively. Both negation and disjunction
are allowed in the constraint formula.
Figure 3 gives a formal representation of the task network shown in Figure 1. A primitive task network is a
task network that contains only primitive tasks.
A planning operator is a syntactic construct of the
form (f(vl,...,vh),ll,...,lm),
where f E F
primitive task symbol, l:,... ,Ira are literals denoting the primitive task’s effects (also called postcondilions), and vl,...,vh E V axe the v~riables appearing
in I:,...,
ira. Our operators do not contain explicit
ST~PS-style preconditions; these axe realized in task
networks. The conditions the planner must actively
maketrue are realized as goal tasks, and the conditions
the planner must only verify to hold4 are realized as
truth constraints. For example, consider the task network for achieving on(v:, v~) in blocks world, shown
Fig. 1. To movethe block Vl, first we need to make it
clear, and this precondition is expressed as a goal task.
Now,consider the condition on(v1, vs). Its purpose
to ensure that vs is the block under vl; we certainly do
not intend to movev: onto vs. Thus, it is expressed
by the constraint (on(v:, vs), n.q) on the task network.
A method is a construct of the form (c~, d) where
is a non-primitive task, and d is a task network. As
we will define formally in the "Semnntics" seciton, this
construct means that one way of accomplishing the
task ~ is to accomplish the task network d, i.e. to
accomplish all the subtasks in the task network without violating the constraint formula of the task network. To accomplish a goal task (achieve[~), I needs
to be true in the end, and this is an implicit constraint
in all methods for goal tasks. If a goal is already
true, then an empty plan can be used to achieve it.
Thus, for each goal task, we (implicitly) have a method
(aehseve[q, [(n : do[f]), (!, n)]) whichcontains only one
dummyprimitive task f with no effects, and the constralnt that the goal I is true immediatelybefore do[f].
A planning domain ~ is a pair (Op, Me}, where Op
is a list of operators (one for each primitive task), and
4Theseare generally called filter conditions in the
literature

Me is a list of methods. A planning pro61em P is a
triple (d, I,~D}, where D is a planning domain, I is the
initial state, and d is the task network we need to plan
for.
A plan is a sequence ~r of ground primitive tasks.
solves(~r, d, I) is a syntactic construct which we will
use to mean that ¢ is a plan for the task network d at
state I.
Model-Theoretic
Semantics
Before we can develop a sound and complete planning
algorithm for HTNplanning, we need a semantics that
provides meaning to the syntactic constructs of the
HTNlanguage, which in turn would define the set of
plans for a planning problem.
A semantic structure for HTN planning is a triple
M = (tqM,~M,TM); we omit the subscript M whenever it is clear from context which model we are referring to. The members of the triple are described
below.
The set of states is 8 = 2{atl ground atoms}, Each
memberof 8 is a state, consisting of the atoms true
in that state. Any atom not appearing in a state is
considered to be false in that state. Thus, a state corresponds to a "snapshot" instance of the world.
3: : FxC*x8--* S interprets the actions. Given an
action symbol from F, with ground parameters from
C, madan input state, ~" tells us which state we would
end up with, if we were to execute the action.
T : {non-primitivetasks} --* 2[primitive task networks]
interprets each non-primitive task d as a (not necessarily finite) set of primitive task networks T(d). Each
primitive task networkd~ in T(d) gives a set of actions
that would achieve d under certain conditions (as specflied in the constraint formula of d’). There are two
restrictions on the interpretation of goal tasks of the
form aehieve[~: (1) at the end of the task, 1 must
true, and (2) if ! is already true, we must be able
achieve ! by doing nothing.
Task networks can be interpreted similarly, and we
extend the domain of T to cover task networks as follows:
¯ T(~) = {[(n : a), TRUE]},if~ is a ground primitive
task. Thus, in order to accomplish c~, it suffices to
execute it.
¯ T(d) = {d}, if d is a ground primitive task network.
¯ To accomplish a non-primitive’task network d, we
need to accomplish each task in d without violating the constraint formula. Thus we define T(d)
as follows. Let d = [(nl : ax)...(n,;
: ~,n),
be a ground task network possibly containing nonprimitive tasks. Then
T(d) = {compose(d:,... ,dm,~b) IV/de E 7"(c~i)},
where composeis defined as follows. Suppose

d,=[(-,1: ",)...(-,k,..,.,),
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for each i. Then

¯ (n~,l) is true if/holds in s,(il;

compose(d1,..., din, ~

¯ (ni, 1, nj) is true if ! holds for all s,, rio < e < ,-r(j);
¯ logical connectives -~, A, V are evaluated as in propositional logic.

= [(nll

:011)-..(nmk.

:Ornk,n),~l

A...~mA.~’],

where ~b’ is obtained from ~ by makingthe following
replacements:
- replace (ni < n j)
with (last[nil,...,
ni~] < first[nj 1,-.., nj~j]);
- replace (i, ni) with (I, first[nil,..., nikl]);
-- replace (hi, l) with (last[nil,..., nik,], l);
- replace (ni,l, nj)
with (lasting1,..., ni~], i, first[nil, .... njk~]);
- everywhere that ni appears in ¢ in a first D or a
last 0 expression, replace it with nil,..., ni~,.
¯ T(d) = Ud, i, a ground instance of d T(d’), ifd is a task
network containing variables.
Satisfaction An operator (t(zl,...,zt),ll,...,Im)
is satisfied by n model M, if for any ground substitution 0 on zx,..., zk,and any state s,
:~M(t, z18,..., ztO, s)
= i s - {10]l 6 {il,...,ira}
is a negative literal})
U {lO [ ! E {!1 .... ,lm } is a positive literal}.
Thus, a model Msatisfies an operator, if Minterprets
the primitive task so that it has the corresponding effects.
Next, we want to define the conditions under which
a modelMsatisfies solves((a, d, s), i.e., the conditions
under which a is a plan that solves the task network d
starting at state s, with respect to the modelM. First
we consider the case where d is primitive.
Let e = (fl(Cll,...,Clkz),...,fm(Cml,...,Cml~m))
be a plan, d = [(nl : o~l)’"lnm, : o,n,),¢] be
ground primitive task network, M he a model, and
so be a state. Let si = ~M(fi,cix,...,eik,,si-0
for
i = 1...m be the intermediate states. Wedefine a
matching lr from d to a to be a one to one relation from
{1,..., m~} to {1,..., m}such that whenever7r(i) =
ai = do[fj(Cjl .... , cjki)]. Thus a matching provides
total ordering on the tasks. Msatisfies solvesia , d, s)
if m = m’, and there exists a matching lr that makes
the constraint formula ~b true. The constraint formula
is evaluated as follows:
¯ (ci = cj) is true, if ci, cj are the same constant symbols;
¯ first[hi, n$,...] evaluates to rain{It(i), It(j),...};
¯ last[hi, nj,...] evaluates to maz{Tr(i), r(j)
};
¯ (ni -~ nj) is true if ~r(i) < x(j);
¯ (l, n~) is true if ! holds in s,O)_l;
5Theformula actually is slightly morecomplicatedthan
what is shown, because the variables and node labels in
each di must be renamed so that no commonvaxi~ble or
node label occurs.
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Let d be a task network, possibly containing nonprimitive tasks. A modelMsatisfies solves(a, d: s), if
for somed’ E 7"M(d), satisfies soh, cs (a, d’ , s)
For a method to be satisfied by a given model: not
only must any plan for d also be a plan for o, but in
addition, any plan for a task network tn containing
d must be a plan for the task network obtained from
tn by repla~ing d with o. More formally, a method
(0, d) is satisfied by a nmdelMif the following property holds: given any plan a, any state s, and any
d~ E 7"M(d), wheneverthere is a matching ,’r such that
a at s satisfies the constraint formula of d’, then there
exists d" E TM(o) such that for some matching ~ with
the same range as r, a at s makes the constraint formula of d" true.
A model M satisfics
a planning domain "D =
COp,Me), if Msatisfies all operators in Op, and all
methods in Me.
Proof

Theory

A plan a solves a planning problem P = / d, 1: D) if
any modelthat satisfies 2) also satisfies solves(~r, d, I).
However, given a planning problem, how do we find
plans that solve it?
Let d be a primitive task network Cone containing only primitive tasks), and let I be the initial
state. A plan a is a completion of d at I, denoted
by a ~ comp(d,I,~), if a is a total ordering of the
primitive tasks in a ground instance of d that satisfies
the constraint formula of d. For non-primitive task
networks d, compid, 1,2~) is defined to be ¢.
Let d be a non-primitive task network that contains
a (non-primitive) node (n : o). Let m = (0’, d’)
a method, and 0 be the most general unifier of 0 and
0~. Wedefine reduce(d, n, m) to be the task network
obtained from dO by replacing (n : 0)8 with the task
nodes of cliO, modifyingthe constraint formula ¢ of d’O
into ~b~ (as we did for compose),and incorporating d’O’s
constraint formula. Wedenote the set of reductions of
d by red(d, I, 2)). Reductions formalize the notion of
task decomposition.
Here are the two rules we use to find plans:
It1. If a ~ comp(d, I, D), conclude a ~ solid, I, ~).
R2.If d’ e redid,LD)and a ~ sol(d ~, I, D), conclude
a ~ solid, I, 2)).
The first rule states that the set of plans that achieve
a primitive task network consists of the completions of
the task network; the second rule states that if d’ is
a reduction of d, then any plan that achieves d’ also
achieves d.
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procedure
UMCP:
1. Input a planning problem P = (d, I, 2)).
2. if d is primitive, then
If comp(d, I, 2)) ~ ret urn a member of it.
Otherwise return FAILURE.
3. Pick a non-primitive task node (n : ~) in
4. Nondeterministically choose a method m for a.
5. Set d := reduce(d, n,m).
6. Set F := r(d, 1,2)).
7. Nondeterministically set d := some element of r.
8. Goto step 2.
Figure 4: UMCP: Universal
Planner

Method-Composition

Next, we define sol(d, I, 29), the set of plans that can
be derived using R1 and R2:
soll(d,I,2))
sol,,+z(d,I,2))

-- comp(d,I,2))
soln(d,I,2))V
UdlEred( d,I,V ) 80in(dr, ~[, ~)

sol(d, I, 2))

V,<wsoln(d, I, 2))

Intuitively, soln(d, I, 2)) theset of plans that can be
derived in n steps, and sol(d, 1,2)) is the set of plans
that can be derived in any finite number of steps. The
following theoremstates that sol(d, I, 2)) is indeed the
set of plans that solves (d, I, 2))
Theorem 1 (Equivalence
Theorem) Given a task
network d, an initial state I, and a plan ~r, ¢ is in
sol(d, I, 2)) iff any modelthat satisfies 2) also satisfies
solves(~, d, I).
This theorem follows from the fact that sol(d, I, 2))
is constructed such that it always contains only the
plans for a task network d with respect to the minimummodel. We prove the theorem by constructing
a model M such that for any non-primitive task a,
TM(a) contains the primitive task networks that can
be obtained by a finite number of reduction steps from
~. Then we prove M to be the minimummodel satisfying 2).
Corollary 1 R1 and It2 are sound and complete.
Since the set of plans that can be derived using R1
and R2 is exactly sol(d,I,2)),
the corollary immediately follows from the equivalence theorem.

A Hierarchical

Planning

Procedure.

Using the syntax and semantics developed in the previous section, we can now formalize the HTN planning
procedure that we presented in Figure 2. Figure 4
presents our formalization, which we call UMCP
(for
Universal Method-Composition Planner).
It should be clear that UMCPmimics the definition of sol(d,I,2)),
except for Steps 6 and 7 (which
correspond to the critics). As discussed before, HTN
phnners typically use their critics for detecting and

resolving interactions amongtasks (expressed as constraints) in task networks at higher levels, before all
subtasks have been reduced to primitive tasks. By
eliminating some task orderings and variable bindings
that lead to dead ends, critics help prune the search
space. In our formalism, this job is performed by the
critic function r. r inputs an initial state I, a task
network d, a planning domain 2) and outputs a set of
task networks r. Each member of P is a candidate
for resolving somes of the conflicts in d. Weneed to
put two restrictions on ~- to ensure that it functions
properly and that UMCPis sound and complete:
1. If d’ E r(d, I, 2)) then sol(d’, 1,2)) C_ sol(d, I,
Thus, any plan for d~ must be a plan for d ensuring
soundness.
2. If ~ E solk(d,I,2)) for some k, then there exists
d’ G~’(d, 1,2)) such that ~ solh(dt, I, 2)).
Thus, wheneverthere is a plan for d, there is a plan
for somememberd~ of l"(d, 1,2)). In addition, if
solution for d is no further than k expansions, so is
the solution for d~. The latter condition ensures that
~- does not create infinite loops by undoing previous
expansions.
In contrast to the abundance of well understood
STRIPS-style planning algorithms (such as (Fikss etal.
1971; Chapman 1987; Barett etal. 1992; Kambhampati 1992)), HTNplanning algorithms have typically
not been proven to be sound or complete. However,
using the formalism in this paper, we can establish the
soundness and completeness of the HTN planning algorithm UMCP.
Corollary
2 (Soundness)
Whenever UMCPretwrns a plan, it achieves the input task network at the
initial state with respect to all the modelsthat satisfy
the methods and the operators.
Corollary 3 (Completeness)
WheneverUMCP
fails to find a plan, there is no plan
that achieves the input task network at the initial state
with respect to all the models that satisfy the methods
and the operators.
These results follow directly from the equivalence
theorem using the fact that UMCPdirectly mimics
sol(). The restrictions on the critic function ensure
that r does not introduce invalid solutions and that it
does not eliminate valid solutions.

Conclusions
One big obstacle to understanding the nature of hierarchical task network (HTN) planning has been the
lack of a clear theoretical framework. In this paper,
we have presented a formal syntax and semantics for
HTNplanning. Based on this syntax and semantics, we
sit might be impossible or too costly to resolve some
conflicts at a given level, and thus handlingthose conflicts
can be postponed.
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havedefined
an algorithm
forHTN planning,
andhave
Erol, K.;

provedit to be soundandcomplete.
Thisformalism
alsoenablesus to do complexity
analyses
of HTN planning,
to assessthe expressive
powerof theuse of I~TNsin planning,
and to compareHTNsto planning
withSTRIPS-styleoperators.
For
example,
we havebeenableto provethatHTNplanning,as defined
here,is formally
moreexpressive
than
planning
withoutdecompositions
(Eroletal.1994c;
Erolet al. 1994b).
We areworkingon a deepercomplexity
analysis
of HTNsandtowards
an understanding
of wherethecomplexity
lies.
Oursemantics
characterizes
various
features
of HTN
planning
systems,
suchas tasks,
tasknetworks,
filter
conditions,
taskdecomposition,
andcritics.
We believethatthismoreformalunderstanding
of theseaspectsof planning
willmakeit easierto encodeplanningdomains as HTNsand to analyze HTNplanners.
Furthermore, the definition for whether a given model
satisfies a planning domaincan provide a criterion for
telling whether a given set of methods and operators
correctly describe a particular planning domain. We
axe currently exploring these further.
Finally,
wearestarting
toexplore
theorderin which
tasksshouldbe expanded
to getthebestperformance,
and moregenerally,
in whichorderall commitments
(variable
bindings,
temporal
orderings,
choice
of methods)shouldbe made.Thiswillinvolve
bothalgorithmicandempirical
studies.
Ourlongtermgoalsaxeto
characterize
planning
domains
forwhichHTN planning
systems
aresuitable,
andto develop
efficient
planners
forthosedomains.
Ourframework
provides
thenecessaryfoundation
forsuchwork.
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